
Execution is imperative. Change is inevitable. In order for your organization to maintain its competitive
edge, it must operate with excellence but also evolve in the ever-changing and always competitive

environment around them. This constant evolution or continuous transformation centers around not
only change in business, practices, policies and technology but the implementation of new solutions,

recalibration of organizational structures and extending and building product and service lines, 
all of which is CHANGE at the core.

 
 
 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

PREPARE GUIDE NORMALIZE

Humanize and strategize an
implementation and sponsorship plan

Implement and execute
tactics to supplement your
project or transformation

Re-calibrate and drive continuous
improvement while normalizing
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TYPES OF CHANGE

Modernization of Tools and Solutions

Mergers and Acquisitions

Legacy to Cloud Platform Conversions

New Policy and Business Practices

Program Development

Digital and Agile Transformation

Organizational Restructuring

70%

70% of projects are dependent on
human adoption of change

SPONSOR

REINFORCE

PREPARE

RESISTANCE

AWARENESS LEARNING

TRAINING

MOTIVATION

ADOPTION

GROWTH EMBRACE

HUMAN

CHANGE



SPEED OF ADOPTION
UTILIZATION PROFICIENCY

PROJECT ROI

PEOPLE 
DEPENDENT 

ON PROJECT ROI
(CMROI)
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THREE HUMAN FACTORS 
THAT DETERMINE ROI

 Speed of Adoption1.

How quickly are people up and running
on the new systems, processes and job
roles?

2. Ultimate Utilization

How many employees (of the total
population) are demonstration "buy-in"
and are using the solution?

3. Proficiency

How well are individuals performing
compared to the level expected in the
design of change?

Change Management Effectiveness
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15%

42%

77%

93%

GROWTH MINDSET

Takes pride in continuously
mastering their craft

Eager to learn and teach others

Understands that Change is key
to staying competitive 

Delivers and communicates with
Customer Success in mind

Embraces challenges and building solutions
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CURRENT LEGACY

GO LIVE
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Transformation Excellence

Tangible Benefits

Operational Impact

IMPLEMENTATION 
OF CHANGE

PREPARE GUIDE NORMALIZE
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C H A N G E

Change is an innate part of the human experience, causing conflict, closing current

chapters while writing the next one on the fly.  While change for humans is typically

critical for growth, it is also difficult to manage especially when it is unplanned. 

 Organizational change, as described above requires humans at every step of the

transformation journey and so accounting for implementation of change without

considering the people involved, is a cardinal error.

Clockwise Change ManagementSolution Only—No Change Management

WHY MANAGE CHANGE
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Change 
Definition

Secure
Sponsorship

and 
Resources

Assess
Previous
Change

Develop
Detailed
Change

Plan

Communicate
the Change

Assess
Readiness

Manage
Resistance

Develop
New Skills

and
Behaviors

Adoption

Sustain
and Close

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Delivering any type of change begins with the end in mind. Defining what the

change will look like and how it will impact people and the environment it lives in is

the first step. The remaining items in the PREPARE phase of Change Management

looks to the past to evaluate previous states and change attempts, and secure

sponsorship who will support a detailed change plan. GUIDING the change is more of

an analytical and iterative art, assessing resistance and readiness while carefully

communicating the intentions and nature of the change. In the end, adoption is the

goal as you NORMALIZE and polish a sustainable continuous improvement model

that can evolve over time.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE



READY
FOR 
CHANGE?

TRANSFORMATION

IT 'S  ABOUT TIME

Ability and framework to manage change such as new

system deployments, data migrations, integration of

business units and new business practices.

Readiness to move on from legacy platforms 

Agile Delivery practices or need to graduate from old

waterfall methodologies.

Customer satisfaction and success levels, 

Product mindset and whether your teams 

Current workforce, to identify who can adapt 

Common gaps and pitfalls that can be solved 

Practices and techniques to see where they can be 

Tools and whether you could benefit from converting 

Portfolio performance and recommend a way to better

measure and improve throughput and quality.

Current and future leadership teams and how best 

       including OnPrem to Cloud conversions.

       while identifying key wins to focus on.

      are being accountable and collaborative.

       and align with the changing landscape ahead.

       with broad stroke action plans.

       adjusted to better meet your business goals.

      to other available tool sets.

       to evolve with minimal disruption.

We will evaluate your...

CHANGE

DELIVERY

TRANSFORMATION

Clockwise IT Consulting

www.ClockwiseIT.com

ContactUs@ClockwiseIT.com

CONTACT CLOCKWISE

Contact Clockwise for your
next transformation journey,
It's About Time


